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Marina di Varazze #Marinasummerfest is back 

Summer has officially started and, as usual, also music and fun of #Marinasummerfest are coming 
back. Starting from 6th July until 3rd August, our Saturday night will be dedicated to concerts, live music 
and fun for all the family.All the events are free. 

Saturday 6th July, 21:30 hrs –the comedian Paolo Migone and music by Eliana Zunino with Giangi 
Sainato 

 
Paolo Migone  

For almost 15 years on Zelig stage, the best pieces of this artist are focused on the eternal game between 
men and women. Migone’s show will start at 22:30 hrs and will be preceded, at 21:30 hrs, by the Ligurian 
singer Eliana Zunino and guitarist Giangi Sainato’s concert. 
  
saturday 13th July, 21:30 hrs –Abbashow / Italian Abba tribute band 
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This Italian tribute band will make us dance and sing under the stars with its energy. Appreciated on tv as 
in theatres, they always have the same mission: to entertain people with the magical Abba music. 
  

Saturday 20th July 21:30 hrs Max Cottafavi Ligabue Tribute | in memory of Liliana  

 
Max Cottafavi  

Guitarist, arranger, producer, author for Francesco Renga, Clandestino, Notte delle Chitarre, Francesco 
Baccini, Irene Grandi, Megajam Five, Souldrivers, Freak Antoni, Max Cottafavi is mostly known as the 
historical guitarist of Ligabue. The show will be dedicated to the biggest Ligabue’s hits and, for those who 
are organizing, a special memory of a special fan of the group who passed prematurely one year ago: 
Liliana Molin Pradel, that has been Sales and Marketing Manager in Marina di Varazze until 2018. 
  

Saturday 3rd August 21:30 hrs – Innocenti Evasioni | Lucio Battisti tribute 

 
Innocenti Evasioni 
 



The last appointment of #Marinasummerfest 2019 will be dedicated to one of the biggest name of the 
Italian music: Lucio Battisti. The 4 musicians band Innocenti Evasioni will reproduce the typical emotional 
atmosphere of the famous songwriter’s concerts of the 70s. 

It’s possible to find the program, regularly updated also on the websitewww.marinadivarazze.it and on 
the Facebook page. 
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